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Chair Chat
We’re rapidly approaching the end of 2014. Orienteering is unusual in that if the sport can be said to
have a season it runs from September until April/
May but of course everybody’s age class and membership is based on the calendar. This year has
been a good one for us. Keyne-O has continued to
attract its mix of entrants as well as introducing
planners and organisers to events from within the
club. We also staged two level C events which
were well received with good courses planned by
Steve and Freya who had her first experience of
planning a full event on her own. Thanks to them
both and of course to everybody in the club who
helped on the day at any of our events. The club
cannot function without you all playing your part.
Also a big thank you to Steve and Karen for holding
Club Night sessions throughout the year. They are
well established now and have seen a range of activities both social and technical with the added
variety recently of some other club members providing a variety of topics including geocaching.
A good number of SMOC tops have been seen up
and down the country at events ranging from the
British Championships and JK Trophy to the Lakes
summer event where there were some good SMOC
performances as well as the usual mix of regional
and club events far and near. One series which has
seen some good performances has been the East
Anglian League. The last event in the series has
only just been completed as I write this but it looks
as though there have been a number of SMOC age
class winners. Hopefully Helen can include the
honours in SMOC Signals in time. Congratulations
to all who have won.
The region has also offered James Nisbet the
chance to develop with the regional Junior Squad
and he’s been joined as a member by his sister.
You can catch up on their exploits on their travels

Epping in the snow

further afield. It’s a real opportunity to develop
skills and friendships and I hope some of the other
club juniors can continue to follow in their footsteps
in the Squad.
Unfortunately we didn’t progress beyond the first
round of the Compass Sport Trophy this year but it
was good to see several club members step up a
class to compete and proudly complete their challenge. I know what faced you all as I controlled the
day and saw events unfold. It looks like a trip to
Sherwood Forest is on the cards for 2015.
Our next event will be at Brackmills on 1st March,
Dorien is organising and will be grateful for volunteers to help on the day as usual. If you haven’t
been able to help before and are rather daunted by
the idea, don’t be put off, you won’t be left on your
own and you’ll be given help and guidance. You’ll
even be able to have a run if you want.
Before then of course it’s Christmas. Wherever you
are and whatever you are doing I wish you all a Very
Happy Christmas and a Successful New Year.
Keith
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Next club fixture: Sunday 1 March 2015
SMOC’s next Colour-Coded event will be at Brackmills, Northampton on 1 March next year.
Since first using the area for a ‘local’ event in January 2013 that got an encouraging response, we’ve extended the area to include some extra challenges and we’re all set to offer a full range of colour-coded courses from White to Brown.
This will also be our East Anglian League event, so club members will
have the opportunity to score points for themselves and their club in our
region’s annual competition. To find out more about the League, click
here.
Easily accessible and with someone on hand to get you started, Brackmills will also be good for newcomers and a great opportunity for KeyneO ‘regulars’ who’d like to progress to the next stage and, of course, experience the wonders of electronic punching.
Further details will be available on the SMOC website soon, but if you have any questions,
or if you’d like to volunteer to help out on the day, email the organiser, Dorien James
(SMOC@dorien.me.uk).

Colour-Coded Badge WInners
Congratulations to Tamar and Isaac
Hopkins for achieving their Orange
and Yellow badges respectively. We
look forward to presenting them
with their badges soon.
To gain their colour coded badges
Tamar and Isaac had to finish within
the par time on three courses.
For full details of how to gain your
colour coded badge see the SMOC
website www.smoc.info/colour.htm
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Know your Club Member
Name: Alex Pembery
Class: M12 Orange/Light
Green
How long have you been
a member of SMOC?
3 years-ish
Why and when did you
start orienteering?
I started it because it
sounded like a treasure
hunt with running and I
found the club nights
fun. I started about 3 and
a bit years ago.

Alex running towards the Finish at our Holcot and Reynolds Wood event

What is your greatest achievement / best result / memorable race? My greatest achievement was receiving my orange badge. My best result was finishing first in an event. My most memorable race was
when I beat my brother, at the same event.
What’s your favourite orienteering area? Any place with mud, puddles and trees.
What, if anything, do you dislike about orienteering? Losing, and staying dry.
Do you train for orienteering? I often do club nights and I do some jogging. I attend the ParkRuns
when I can, which involves running 5k around Willen Lake. Occasionally, I participate in the Parks Trust
runs on a Sunday morning. This is also 5k.
Most useful hint for relative beginners? Read the map and don’t cheat. Also, thumb your position.
What mistakes do you make most often? I don’t read the map accurately and I don’t notice all of the
features.
Do you have any other hobbies? Playing my instruments (piano, clarinet and saxophone) in bands and
orchestras. I also enjoy reading and playing badminton.
What’s your favourite film / book? Film: Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows 1+2. Book: Young
Samurai series.
Thumb compass versus base plate? Base plate. I’ve never tried a thumb compass.
How do you file your maps? Put them in a drawer after use.
Anything else you wish to share with your fellow SMOCies? Have fun.
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Save the date – and run for your club!
The 2015 heats for the CompassSport Trophy are on Sunday, 15 March, and after coming
within a few points of qualifying for this year’s final, we’d like as many club members as possible to join us for the main team competition in our 2015 calendar.
We’re not yet sure which venue we’ll be allocated, but it’s very likely to be Sherwood Pines,
Nottinghamshire – a great area that we think will be well worth the journey time. And as well
as the fun of competing in an interesting forest, there’s the added excitement of watching the
scores come in after your run to see if we’ve made it to the final, as we did in 2012.
There’s no limit to the number of runners we can have on our team sheet and, even if you’re
not the fastest in your age class, your run could still make a difference. Junior scorers are always especially welcome, so if you’re 14 and under and can tackle an Orange course on your
own, or an older junior who’s happy to run Green or Short Green, you’ll be doing your club a
big favour by having a go. Of course, we’ll also be looking for scores across all the different
age categories, and with non-scoring White and Yellow courses for younger family members,
plus non-scoring Orange or Light Green options for less experienced adults, this really is a day
for everyone.
To make sure you’re included on the team sheet, if you’d like help with transport or you just
want to find out more, contact me (smoc@dorien.me.uk).
Dorien James

Andrew Harries RIP
Many of you will remember Andrew Harries, erstwhile SMOC member who used to bring gangs of cubs in
his Ford Transit bus to our, and WAOC, events - provided he was told about them in plenty of time (6
months!) to fit into his busy pack schedule!
A gentle but firm and extremely well organised cub leader, his enthusiasm for his cub pack and their
many activities never ceased to amaze me.
I used to help him put on many events for cubs, scouts and guides at Bromham camp site and through
them Andrew introduced many kids to the sport.
He had given up leading his cub pack some years ago after a gradual decline in his health made it impossible for him to continue unaided. He stopped participating in orienteering not long after as his health
gradually got worse.
He had been looked after in the Orchard Lodge nursing home for the last several months. He passed
away peacefully early on the morning of 11th November. He was 65 that week.
Stan Holroyd
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Proud to be Britain's Worst Orienteer
It's official. SMOC has Britain's worst orienteer – and that's me. But oddly, I am
rather proud of it.
If this seems to be a paradox, I'll try and explain. I have been orienteering on and
off for over 30 years. My first event is lost on the mists of time but was probably in
Hainault Forest around 1982. For many years I was an "IND", unaffiliated to any
club, although occasionally flying under LOK as a badge of convenience, as I lived in
London. Events were found through the "Southeast Orienteering Hotline", a mysterious answerphone based in someone's office, operating outside normal business
hours. And most of the time I ran the Red
course (think long Orange – shorter than
the green and not very difficult) or, preferably, selected Score events with no set
courses.
When I moved up to Milton Keynes in
1990 I joined SMOC, but still only took
part in a handful of events each year. Afphoto by Chris Gayter the Red disappeared from colour Ian at West Harling
coded events, although still an M35, I tended to go for a mix of green and light
green courses – indeed I clocked up some decent looking results in the 1990s and
early 2000s but only by running relatively short, straightforward courses. But then I
began to get a bit more serious and progressed to green, slowly moving towards my
official age group's course. Moreover, a few years ago club-only membership was
abolished and suddenly I found myself recognised as existing by the national federation, BOF.
With the introduction of regular Keyne-O and more recently club nights, I started
wondering if I could challenge myself a little more, and step up to my proper course
– now blue as (sadly) I have become an M55. So this year I have for the first time
(apart from a lone Compass Sport Cup entry a few years back) been running a mix
of blue and green courses. And as a result I found myself scoring a point in the UK
Orienteering League, as I ran a blue in the November Classic which happened to be
the 18th and final event in this year's competition. Yes, that's one point (out of a
possible 50 in any event and 500 for the series), but it is the first UKOL point I have
ever scored. This means that suddenly I have appeared at the very bottom of the
UKOL League table at equal 2,659th, hence my claim to be Britain's worst orienteer.
So why am I just a little proud of this? Well, it represents a significant progression
from where I was as recently as 2008 and is a result that – with luck – I may be
able to improve next year (2 points?). Perhaps I'll even enter the JK… And I hope
that this may encourage some of the other SMOCies to move just a little outside
their comfort zone!
Ian Byrne
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Report from JIRC 2014 by James Nisbet

James is our new Junior Captain and recently represented East Anglia in the Junior Inter-Regional
Championships in the Lake District.
On Saturday 27th September I and the East Anglian Junior
Squad travelled up to the Lake District for the Junior Inter
Regional Championships. On the first day we all had individual races in Graythwaite. The area was mainly forest
with some very wet swampy areas. We were treated to
some great views across the valley, however being in a valley did mean we all had a lot of climb, with MI8s having 360
metres climb over 5.85km. On my course the planners decided to send us over the top of the ridge that the area was
based on, and then back over the ridge to the finish. This
resulted in me having 215 metres climb over 4.5km on the
M16 course. However it felt like a lot more as the majority
of the climb was right at the beginning. On my run I was
faced with the always difficult task of making up time after
an awful control number one. This left me chasing everybody else straight from the beginning, however with some
good other controls I managed a 22nd place finish. The best
result of the day for East Anglia however, came from Tim
Harrison who managed an excellent 5th position on M16.
After a good day of orienteering the East Anglian Junior
Squad headed for Ulverston Victoria High School for the
night. At the school we sat through the awards presentation (mainly dominated by Scotland) and then went back to
one of the school halls where we would be spending the
night. Here the whole of East Anglia took part in a traditional
East Anglian variation of card games. This was good fun and
a good way to get to know new faces. This was however followed by an early night because we had an early start for the
relays the next day.
The next day we all took part in the relays. Now I should perhaps explain that compared to other regions (Scotland for
example) we are a very small squad lacking in older juniors,
so in order to get 4 teams competing (2 boys’, 2 girls’) we had
to have some people running up a class. So for the relays
myself, Rebecca and Ella all moved up a class.
We were all looking forward to taking part in a relay at Roanhead, with some members of the team taking part in their
first ever relay. The atmosphere was fantastic with 180 competitors taking part (but only 60 out at any one time) it
meant that there was a huge crowd watching and cheering
their teams on. This was made even better by the fact that
the spectator control gave a great view overlooking most of
the area, enabling us to know how close we were to the next
leg of the relay.
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The area we were running on was sand dunes with a contour detail of 2.5 metre intervals, making it hard
to adapt to. Although there are sand dunes in the East Anglia region we rarely get to run on them, especially if like me you live in the furthest place in England from the sea!
Our aim this year was to have every relay team finish before the end of the awards presentations, as we
had either just achieved that or not achieved that over the last couple of years. This year however we all
managed to finish before the presentation! The boys’ A team however unfortunately mis-punched, despite them setting a very competitive time which would have seen them in 10 th place. The boys’ B team
(Josh, Steven and myself) finished a creditable 24th (out of 36) although it was the girls’ A team who did
the best, finishing 13th (out of 25) with Catherine, Daisy and Ella all having great runs. The girls’ B team
(Rebecca, Chloe and Bronwen) also did well finishing 21 st .
Overall in the results East Anglia came 10th in the regions (out of 11) by virtue of a 10th in the individual
results and a 9th in the relay. However the weekend was not just about results – it was a great chance to
meet some of our fellow squaddies from across the region who, up to now, we might have seen at events
or on results lists but had never got the chance to talk to. What is also exciting is that our squad should
get better – we have more in younger age classes than older and so next year we should do even better.
Watch this space!
I’d like to thank Clive for his excellent organisation and many thanks to all the parents who drove us hundreds of miles to make the weekend possible, as well as the region who subsidised the fees.
James Nisbet
East Anglian Squad - Back row - Matthew Clarke (M14), Callum Turner (M14), Tim Harrison (M16), Roderick
Mansel (M18), James Nisbet (M16), Steven Denby (M14), Josh Partridge (M16).
Front row - Ella Gilbert (W16), Bronwen Mansel (W16), Daisy Partridge (W14), Rebecca Nisbet (W14), Chloe Cracknell (W14), and Catherine Hemingway (W16).

East Anglian Squad at the Junior Inter Regional Champs 2014:

All photos by Sally Wilkinson
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Keyne-O 2015 – help us make it happen

The dates and venues are now set for next year’s Keyne-O events and we’re looking for organisers and planners to help us make our 2015 series even bigger and better.
Several of the club’s core team of planners and organisers had their first experience of the
roles through Keyne-O. Taking on either job is a great way of ‘giving something back’ to the
sport – there’s a great sense of achievement when you’ve actually helped make an event
happen. And most people who take on the planning role in particular find it helps their
own orienteering.
If you’ve not planned or organised before, we won’t just throw you in at the deep end. For
either role, there are full instructions and someone will be on hand to talk you through
what’s involved. For the planning side, one of our experienced planners will be available to
help you produce your courses and check that they’re safe and within the rules.
The full list of dates and venues is below. Email me (ros.james@btinternet.com) if you’re
interested in getting involved and, if you’d like to organise or plan at a particular venue, or
you have a preference for any particular date, be sure to let me know.
22 March

Linford Wood

19 April

Shenley Wood

17 May

Howe Park Wood

14 June

Loughton Valley Park

12 July

Furzton

16 August

Ouzel Valley Park

13 September

Campbell Park

11 October

Great Linford

Ros James
Keyne-O Co-ordinator

Photo by Dave Easton
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SMOC in the Rankings
British Orienteering produce ranking points for each Level A, B and C event. Members
of the club who have run in at least one ranking event in the last 12 months and are
over 16 are included here.
SMOC position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

National position
170
647
789
1074
1100
1196
1287

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

1369
1464
1889
2024
2291
2312
2403
2469
2534
2710
2790
2928
2984
3000
3007
3383
3394
3398
3510
3511
3534
3579
3650
3935
4032
4309
4499
4697
4949
4959
4984
4993
5037
5065

Name
Antonio Franco
Dorien James
Richard Pownall
Mike Jones
Ric Brackenbury
Stephen Hardy
Keith Downing
Carys James
Freya Askham
Karen Vines
Kevin Hopkins
Helen Nisbet
Ian Byrne
Debbie Charlton
Ann Harris
Don Nisbet
Robert Dove
John Shaw
Ros James
Neil Carter
Paul Rushmer
Rosie Shaw
Ed Jones
Rachel Edwards
Will James
Karen Hopkins
Sacha Fisher
Oliver Tomlinson
Haydn Leaker
Graham Pembery
Toby Fisher
Mark Salmon
Rachel Thomas
Anna Zuegner
Charles Taylor-Keane
Krisztina Czirbesz
Dora Bognar
David Easton
Yanhua Tu
Dave Matthews
Endre Czirbesz

Best 6 scores
7665
7072
6946
6694
6672
6595
6539

No. events
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6483
6397
6047
5898
5594
5571
5455
5372
5266
4952
4806
4451
4321
4302
4290
3279
3240
3233
2920
2915
2851
2726
2572
2000
1845
1182
1011
903
648
630
607
599
462
317

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
5
4
6
3
4
6
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Planning – a novice’s experience – by Freya Askham

When I volunteered to plan an event in November back in May we were expecting to move house in
July. I should have known that these things always get delayed and when it came time to start working
on the planning in September we were in the middle of moving! I only knew Holcot and Reynolds Wood
from competing there and planning the string course back in 2012 (the event with freezing rain and sleet
at which I nearly got hypothermia!). Once I visited the area again I remembered it was a lovely if challenging area and has additional challenges for the planner including the long straight link between the
north and south areas, not to mention resident cows!
I was introduced to
the cows by the
farmer, Susie Woods,
otherwise it would
not have been sensible to get this close!
I couldn’t quite believe I stroked a cow!
One with horns too!
This was the first colour coded event I
had planned on my
own. I had planned
the junior courses at
Bucknell and Hazelborough in 2013
which was a great
introduction and of
course I had planned
3 Keyne-Os but I didn’t have any experience of working with a controller. I was very lucky that Keith had secured John Shaw as controller so I
knew that I would have a great mentor with a wealth of experience I could learn from. Planning is an
iterative process enabled by some amazing software called Purple Pen which is free to download! Once
you upload the map file, you can start placing the start, finish and controls which you then link into
courses. There weren’t very many options for start and finish locations at Holcot and Reynolds so after
that it was a case of getting a shape to the different courses. The BOF guidelines provide parameters for
how long each course should be and I had to get to grips with the rules of technical difficulty too. I was
familiar with the rules for white courses since Milly and Richard have been competing on them for a few
years. You get to know what is necessary on a white course when you are sending your 9 year old alone
into the woods!
Once I was happy with the shape of the courses and I had visited the area again with the mapping team I
felt confident enough to send first drafts to John. I was amazed at the detail of the comments John
made! I learnt how to interpret the technical difficulty rules and to avoid dog legs into and out of controls. I also learnt the importance of the maximum lengths of legs on the junior courses and that the use
of the same control by junior and senior courses can cause problems, especially if approached from different directions!
Once the courses were revised, the next step was to visit the area again and tag all the control sites.
This means placing a length of tape on a branch at the control site and writing on the control number.
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Planning – a novice’s experience

cont ..

This can be very time consuming! John and Rosie then visited all my tagged sites and we went
through a few more iterations of course tweaking as the map was finalized too. Finally I handed over
the completed courses to Robert who worked his magic in OCAD to get the maps ready for printing.
We continued to discuss control descriptions but it was a great feeling when the proofs finally arrived
from the printer!
The next step was to sort out the SI kit. We borrow this kit from East Anglia so Ros kindly brought the
kit back from an event for me. Unfortunately the instructions for set up are rather patchy but I managed to set up the event, add the control numbers and link them into courses more easily than I had
expected. I then realised I had to synchronise all the SI boxes which was completely new to me! I
spent an evening sorting out the most efficient way to put out the controls and sorted the boxes,
flags and numbers into separate bags. Robert was a fantastic help in putting out controls on the Saturday and John started making initial checks. We managed to put out most of the controls which left
me with a manageable amount to do on the Sunday morning! Once John and Rosie had visited all the
controls I just had to sit back and wait to see what everyone thought of the courses!
It was lovely to get such good feedback after all the hours of hard work. I had enjoyed the planning
so much too that it was definitely worthwhile! It is a very creative process a little like setting puzzles
to be solved with the added bonus that you get to spend lots of time getting to know the area and
wandering around in the woods! Lola the beagle will definitely be keen for me to volunteer again
soon!

Close Finishes in the East Anglian League
The 2014 East Anglian League was one of the best contested leagues
for many years with many SMOCies taking part. Congratulations to
Tamar Hopkins W12 and James Nisbet M16 for winning their classes
with races to spare.
Congratulations to Robert Dove for winning M70 by 5 points thanks to a solid run in
the last event and to Ric Brackenbury who also did enough in the final event to overhaul the previous class leader in M21. Commiserations to Rebecca and Helen Nisbet
who had to settle for second after being
pipped on the final day by some strong
competition, but well done to all Smocies
for making it a great year for the region's
league.

East Anglian Regional Controllers’ Course
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Our sport has a number of varied tasks and responsibilities to ensure an event can happen, but even
though a lot of people are involved, there are very few officials involved on the day. The one person
who is responsible for ensuring everything happens in the right way and is fair and fun for all concerned is the Controller. Smaller Level D events such as Keyne-O are more informal without the same
degree of complexity as a Level C event or bigger but the basic principles are the same. It’s the Controller’s job to keep everything under control.
Unlike many sports, the Controller is an active competitor in the weeks when he or she isn’t officiating, besides occasionally acting as planner or organiser. It’s this all round experience which provides
the background for a Controller to take on board the multitude of possible challenges which may
crop up before or during an event and help ensure things all come together smoothly. Anybody can
become a Controller but there are a number of criteria which must be fulfilled before British Orienteering will grant a licence. One essential element is to complete a Controllers’ Course. Unfortunately this isn’t too easy because courses aren’t often held. It’s been a few years since our region last
held one and the Regional Committee had been looking to stage one for some time. I did agree that I
would run the course but finding a convenient time and venue wasn’t as easy as it might seem at
first. However we were able to fix a date in November using part of Thetford Forest and were eventually lucky enough to have a venue in Thetford Golf Club adjoining the map.
Nine members of clubs in the region were eventually gathered in the room with a variety of experience but all keen to understand what was required to become a controller. Michael Chopping helped
me throughout the day whilst each course member had their own input to the day. The course covered some of the essential Rules of our sport along with many of the less rigid requirements known
as Guidelines. It’s all very well reading the straightforward words of the Rules and Guidelines but the
key to success is understanding what they really mean and how other people carrying them out can
impact the standard of the event. As is so often the case, things can go wrong so one major requirement of the Controller is to anticipate what might happen and act accordingly to prevent things before they happen or reduce the impact of things that do develop so that the overall competition is
not compromised on the day. Checking course planning and control sites are major elements of controlling and we covered these in depth on the course but what would you advise if the car park is
flooded on the day or the results computers break down?
After a few hours in the class room we went outside to check a course which had been planned with
a maximum number of mistakes. With so many deliberate problems, it was very lighthearted but in
reality one or two of the problems designed into the exercise will potentially creep into most events.
It’s the Controller’s job to spot them before they impact the competitors and ultimately the event
itself. Everybody began to understand the realities that go into making our sport the smoothrunning, safe and fun activity that it is. Everybody still has more to do before they can put their
nomination to the Regional Committee for approval to be a Controller, but having been on the course
they are all one step further towards being recognised. Unfortunately there was nobody from SMOC
on the course. We really would benefit from more people in our club having the awareness of what’s
involved. I’m hoping the time before the next course won’t be as long but it would be good to see
some SMOC members in the room.
Keith
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View from the Bagman
I've had the pleasure of going to quite a few events recently as the bag man for the rest of the family plus
one or two where I've actually competed. As the season of resolutions is fast approaching I'm determined to take part in a few more events so expect to see my family hanging around waiting for me to finish!
It is interesting that events vary so much, not just in terrain but in what is provided and included in your
entry fee. If you are an elite runner you get a longer course and you get water provided but if you're not
an elite you increasingly don't get a drink in many events.
While I appreciate an elite M21 running a long distance needs water, how is it that a
youngster or somebody like me who is trying to get fitter apparently doesn't deserve
water?
How big events such as the Lakes 5 days get away with it almost defies belief with the
claim it’s on environmental grounds due to the potential impact of having to transport
water. Why providing water near download is somehow worse for the environment than individuals
bringing disposable bottles which then litter the countryside (like on the path back from Pike of Stickle) is
beyond me. If the big Swedish O Ringen can provide water for 20,000 I'm sure it's not beyond organisers
to arrange drinks for all. There were a number of comments at our recent Holcot and Reynolds event
that it was good to have a barrel of water at download and that would be something I would echo. Well
done to those events that provide water to the non-elite, it’s very much appreciated.

SMOC Club Championships 2015
Our Club Championships will take place at
TVOC's Chiltern Challenge event
at Penn Wood
on Sunday 22nd February.
To be eligible for the SMOC Championships you must be a
SMOC member and enter ONE of the following courses:

Senior – enter the Green course

Junior – enter the Orange course

Family Trophy — minimum one adult and one under 16
– enter the Yellow course.
As always an individual cannot compete for more than one trophy, e.g. an adult cannot
compete for both the family and senior trophy. Further details including online entry can
be found on the TVOC website.
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Events
DECEMBER 2014
Sun 7th Dec

WAOC Event

Maulden Wood

WAOC

Tues 9th Dec

Club Night—Christmas
Special

Great Linford Cricket Pavilion

SMOC

Sat 13th Dec

TVOC local event

High Wycombe

TVOC

Sun 21st Dec

TVOC event

Shotover Country Park

TVOC

JANUARY 2015
Sat 3rd Jan

HH night event

Whippendell Woods, Watford

HH

Sun 11th Jan

OD event

Hartshill Hayes Country Park

OD

FEBRUARY 2015
Sun 1st Feb

HH event

Egypt Woods and Burnham
Beeches

HH

Sun 1st Feb

WAOC Event and EA League
event

Thetford

WAOC

Fri 6th Feb

Committee meeting

Contact Club Secretary for venue

Sat 14th and 21st Introductory Mappers’
Feb
Course

Wandlebury Country Park,
Cambridgeshire

SMOC

Sat 14th Feb

TVOC event

Hill End, Oxford

TVOC

Sun 15th Feb

MIDLAND CHAMPIONSHIPS

Cannock Chase

WCH

Sun 22nd Feb

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS at
TVOC event

Penn Wood

TVOC

Sun 22nd Feb

Deadline for March issue of
SMOC Signals

Please send your contributions to
editor@smoc.info

SMOC

ALWAYS CHECK THE WEBSITE BEFORE SETTING OFF
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Contacts
Chair

Keith Downing

keith@keith-o.demon.co.uk

Secretary

Helen Nisbet

h.nisbet@outlook.com

Treasurer

Dorien James

smoc@dorien.me.uk

Publicity

Freya Askham

freya.askham@btinternet.com

Welfare Officer

Ann Harris

crazysheep2@googlemail.com

Fixtures Secretary

Ros James

ros.james@btinternet.com

Mapping Officer

Robert Dove

dove_ra@yahoo.com

Club Night Co-ordinator

Steve Hardy

steve-hardy@hotmail.com

Club Captain

Dorien James

smoc@dorien.me.uk

Junior Captain

James Nisbet

Equipment Officer

Richard Pownall

Club Coaches

Karen Vines, Steve Hardy and Oliver Tomlinson

SMOC Signals Editor and web

Helen Nisbet

rpownall@f2s.com

editor@smoc.info

Club Nights
are held every Tuesday at 7:00.
Now the evenings have got darker we
have returned to one of our regular venues in Milton Keynes.
Details are on the website and our Facebook page each week.

Committee Meetings
Club members are always welcome to attend committee meetings. They are
held every couple of months on a Friday evening, usually at one of the committee’s homes. Contact the Secretary to find out about the next meeting.

